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Inspection Report cum Scrutiny comments on the Modified Mining Plan for Nandini-
Khunduni Limestone Mine over an extent of 6.46 Hectors in Nandini-Khundini Village, 
Dhamdha,Tehsil,Durg District of Shri Hemant Kumar Sahu. Site was inspected by shri 
R.K Das on 16/3/2017 

1. All the rules of MCDR, 1988 should be updated as per new MCDR, 2017. 
2.  The co-ordinate  of Boundary pillars are  mentioned  but same has not  been  authenticated by 

state  government authorities  for its correctness as per granted lease area. 
3.  The justification for late submission of documents has not been given.   
4. Review of approved proposal: In earlier document there was proposal for afforestation but 

in actual no plantation done. The reason is not mentioned . review is not correctly done as  
bench height is proposed 5 meter height in last approved document but in actual bench height 
is 8-10 meter. The correction to be done and same should be justified. 

5. During last five year  violation   for non submission of Monthly and annual reurns were 
pointed out but   same has been reviewed  correctly and wrong information is given.  Needs to 
be corrected.  

6. The reserves/resources should be established for G1, G2, G3 and G4 categories of UNFC 
system based on degree of exploration carried out or the exposure of mineral due to existing 
pit. After this UNFC codes should be assigned based on feasibility/prefeasibility studies 
carried out and considering mineable and non-mineable part (safety barriers of 7.5 meter, safe 
working of mines, public roads, public work, water reservoirs etc.)The reserves should be 
calculated as per mineral content and mineral evidence Rule, 2015. As per UNFC guidelines 
vertical influence cannot be considered and therefore the reserves should be revised 
accordingly.  

7.  Future proposal of exploration should be given to delineate the ore body in entire lease area 
to convert the mineral resource to reserve. 

8.  Mining:  Brief description of existing excavation: The Method of working should be 
discussed elaborately with bench parameters and method of excavation, loading and 
transportation No. of Benches in soil, OB & Mineral. Bench/RL wise excavation 
planning for each year of the mining plan period is required to be submitted indicating 
the length, width, depth, & orientation of each benches as well as number of benches 
proposed in each year for clarity. So, also the proposed production, handling of 
overburden, generation of insitu & intercalated waste, topsoil generation etc. yearly 
basis from each bench for more informative. All should be presented in tabular form.  
A) In mining Para it is said that drilling is done with 38 mm diameter jack hammer drill but 
during mine visit it is observed that in existing pit the bench height is 8-10 meter which is 
practically not possible therefore in view of systematic and scientific mining suitable proposal 
of machineries for drilling and other activity to be given. 
b)In Para 7.2 it is mentioned  & proposed tentative development by removal of OB for first 
five years but proposal is given only for 2018-19. The same should be clarified. 
c) In Para 7.3 method of mining it is mentioned the mine will be fully mechanised but in 
cover page it is mentioned mechanised and also drilling is proposed with jack hammer drill. 
The correction to be done accordingly. 
d) The bench is proposed 6 meter height and 15 meter width with jackhammer drill of 38 mm 
diameter and blasting carried out with single row blasting. The process of developing 6 meter 
bench height and 15 meter width with jack hammer drill machine should be discussed. 
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9. Use of Mineral: In the given Para it is mentioned that limestone produce in this mine is 
supplied to various industries in Chhattisgarh state. The information furnished is vague and as 
the lease is granted for major mineral use Therefore specifically the name of cement industry 
with specification(chemical and physical) to be mentioned.. The entire Para should be revised 
and information as per actual and specific to be discussed.  

10. Employment Potential: A Mining Engineer and Geologist to be proposed as per Rule 55 of 
MCDR, 2017. The manpower to be categorized as Skilled, Semiskilled & unskilled and 
information to be furnished for this lease. The correction to be done accordingly.(Para 13.2) 

11. Disaster Management plan: A proper Disaster Management Plan based on the risk 
assessment and clearly indicating the chain of activities along with the name and designation 
of key persons with infrastructure (hospital, fire station, police station, etc. should be 
furnished. The contact no. of the responsible person to be given. 
 

12. Plat no.1 (key plan): The details of the deficiencies found on the plate are as follows 
(i) The road to be marked with different colour line differentiating whether it is village, 

public road, highway, etc and also it should marked properly in index. 
(ii) Contours should be clearly visible at not more than 20 meter intervals and should be 

index. 
(iii) The forest area, govt. land, agriculture land, etc should be marked in the plate and also in 

index. 
(iv) The plate to be indexed properly, different colour code should used for showing different 

features. 
(v) Population of the villages falling within 5 km radius to be furnished in tabular form. 

 
13. Surface Plan: a) In the given plate the entire pit bottom is shown as water logged and the 

bottom benches are not shown in the plate but during mine visit the area was no water logged. 
The area to be  re-surveyed properly and accordingly correction to be done. 
b)During mine visit it was observed that there is no safety barrier of 7.5 meter left along lease 
boundary and mine working in some places may extended to adjacent leases which also 
reflect in the given plate. As there is no safety barrier between the adjacent lease and mine 
working extended 7.5 meter barrier and may be outside lease and therefore it may be illegal 
mining. The same should be confirm from state govt. (DGM) that there is any illegal mining 
activity done or not with documentary evidence and same should be enclosed in the 
document. 
c) The boundary pillars should be constructed for demarcation of lease area as per rule 12 of 
MCR, 2016 and pillar may be erected accordingly and photographs should be enclosed. 

14. Surface Geological Plan: In geological plan the lithology should be shown and same should 
be indexed properly. In geological plan & section G1, G2, G3 and G4 scale exploration area 
should be marked properly as per UNFC and Minerals (Evidence and Mineral contents) 
Rules, 2015. The G1 area shown should be revised as per the explosion base and upto the 
depth of limestone exposure.. 
The dip strike of ore body should be marked on the plan. 

15. The sample collection point to be mark in the plate and recent sample analysis report should 
be enclosed. 
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16. Development Plan & Section: The working plan should be proposed with proper 
advancement and top and bottom RL. In the text it is said that bench height will be 
maintained 6 meter and width 15 meter with jackhammer drilling 7 blasting. The same should 
be reflect on plan. 
The haul road not shown from working face to dump and mineral stack. 
During the mine visit it was observed that bench height is 8-10 meter therefore proposal 
should be given to reduce the bench height for systematic and scientific development. The 
proposal should be revised and proposal should be given only in G1 & G2 area as per UNFC. 

17. Reclamation plan: The proposal for backfilling and reclamation of 7.5 meter safety barrier 
should be given. 

18. Conceptual Mining Plan: A proper conceptual plan based on the long term design 
parameters of the mine covering all the mining and allied activities has not been furnished. 
All the activities should be furnished with extent of area and quantity involved in the form of 
5 yearly blocks up to the lease period. The plate to be revised accordingly. 

19. Financial assurance   to be calculated  @ Rs 3.0 lakhs per hects area to be put to use 
and  submitted accordingly. 
 

20. All the plates should be index properly as the features shown in the plan with the same colour 
code for clarity and signed with date. The plate no. is missing in all the plates. 
 

21. The feasibility report is missing should be enclosed in the document. 
 

22. The annexure no. should be marked on the annexure enclosed and some of the annexure 
enclosed is not clearly visible i.e. Supplementary agreement plan, state govt. Letter regarding 
lease period extension, etc. The annexure should be enclosed with clear visibility. 

 

 
 
 
 
 


